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• CIM MES actively works towards furthering education in mineral economics. For 
over 20 years, CIM MES has used the funds it raises to support various educational 
initiatives and programs in mineral economics at Canadian universities. 

• CIM MES sponsors various events throughout the year across Canada and 
internationally (Hong Kong) that provide industry professionals with the 
opportunity to share experiences, insights and ideas on topics relating to the 
economics, management and financial aspects of the business.

CIM MES – Management and 
Economics Society of CIM
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Safety Share: Check yourself and your loved ones
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There are hundreds of exploration companies that are actively marketing their mineral projects as future
profitable mines. A few key metrics can highlight the intrinsic value of a given project. A dozen drill holes can
be used to evaluate the exploration potential, in-situ value, geometrical/grade continuity, thickness, applicable
mining/processing method and cost structure for a given prospect. Most projects, however, also contain an
inherent challenge or technical difficulty that makes them uneconomic or unacceptable for investment.
Quickly discovering what those are, and evaluating the potential impact to revenue, cost and implementation
is the key to a successful project evaluation workflow; this exercise requires a diligent and multidisciplinary
team. It is easy and safe to say that the project is worse than advertised, they mostly are. The difficult part is

establishing whether the investment opportunity outweighs the technical risk.
Technical evaluations need to be staged to avoid spending too much time on aspects that are low risk or on
projects that lack merit. Effective reporting tools are fundamental to the process. Decisions makers are often
technically peripheral to mining; their objective is to understand the risk and potential reward of a given
project. Reports therefore, must distill and translate the technical information into a succinct and visually
impactful format to enable decision makers to quickly grasp the economic potential for the current stage of

review, and make a call to advance or discard the opportunity.

Abstract
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SHOCKING STATEMENT #1

Not all of the ≈1200 exploration companies on the TSX or ASX have 
economic projects.
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Geology 41%

Mining 37%

Processing 22%

Smelter 4%

OPEX 26%

CAPEX 41%

Environment Social Governance 41%

WHERE MINING STUDIES STUMBLE 
(2018-2020 Osisko Technical Team Database)

50 Project Sample

49% are incurable
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TYPICAL GEOLOGY FAILURE

6 separate gold mining projects have 
cut their head grade or reserves by 20% 
or more in the last 12 months.

This is not due to geological instability… 
Humans engineered these disasters.
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TYPICAL GEOLOGY FAILURE

Expansive
Geology Model

Insufficient 
Drilling

Estimation Tends 
Towards Average

ASSAYS

BLOCKS

CUT-OFF GRADE

Optimistic 
Classification
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Identifying dogs early will free you up to find opportunities. 



• Start with highest cost aspects of project

– High Capex: 
• Construction too short

• Camp cost underestimated

• Earth works and Indirects underestimated

– High Stripping Ratio
• Unreasonable mining cost or huge rebate for waste

– High Opex
• Insufficient Staff or Salary 

• Too few expats (e.g. Africa)

• Transport of fuel or concentrate
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Killing Dogs Early: Search within Biggest Slices



• Look for operational bottlenecks

– Larger mill means low unit costs
• Is the mine capable to deliver? Thin and discontinuous zones. 

– Ore Hardness will limit throughput and/or recovery
• Appropriate or sufficient metallurgical samples? 

• Sufficient buffer between stages?
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Killing Dogs Early: Operational Challenges

“The Company implemented smaller mining 
benches and split pushback phases to accelerate 
access to the main ore body… the smaller 
operating areas resulted in reduced productivity 
rates from increased congestion and delays in 
drill-blast-load cycles.”
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SHOCKING STATEMENT #2

Slam dunk projects (High value, Simple mining and processing, good 
jurisdiction) are extremely rare and usually not available for investment 
(e.g. Voisey’s Bay)

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/voiseys-bay-perfect-battery-1.4710499
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Finding Value Beyond the Superficial Faults

Flawed asset
Incomplete information
Risk adjusted bids 
Competitive environment
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Finding Value Beyond the Superficial Faults

• Is there a technology that can save the day?

– Ore sorting

– Continuous mining

– Automation

– Oxidation Technology
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Finding Value Beyond the Superficial Faults

• Most difficult to quantify the impact.
– Easy to trash a project, harder to see the value.

– Some changes will need iterative evaluation.

– How to adjust REVENUE OPEX or CAPEX?

NEW
LOM

(scale)
NEW
OPEX



ECONOMIC METRICS

1. Grade and Thickness with Continuity

2. Metal Associations and Grain Size as a predictor of Recovery

3. Profit Based Cut-Off Grade (more than marginal)

1. Profit margin per tonne

2. Geological flexibility to cut-off

4. Profitability Index (NPV/CAPEX) 

1. Along with NPV, IRR, Payback, CAPEX…

5. Time to Actual Construction
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METRIC #1 :GRADE-THICKNESS
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METRIC #1 :GRADE-THICKNESS
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Kenorland
Minerals
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Kenorland 
Minerals



What is a tonne of metal worth

1 tonne of

pure metal
50,000,000$/t

500,000$/t

5,000$/t

50,000$/t

2,500$/t

10,000$/t
1
0
,0

0
0
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Capex flotation processing by scale
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METRIC #1 :GRADE-THICKNESS
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METRIC #1 :GRADE-THICKNESS
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METRIC #1 :GRADE-THICKNESS
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METRIC #1: Verify Grade Continuity
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• Looking at the data for geometrical continuity
– Mining selectivity requires consistent tabular shapes of 

ore grade over several 10’s of meters

• Histogram of assays within ore solid

• Median of grade (mean is misleading for lognormal 
distributions)



METRIC #2: Grain Size and Mineralogy

• High Capex and Opex for Fine Grinding

– Forces a trade-off between cost and recovery

• Precious Metals value depends on where in the minerals 
they end up in terms of recovery and payability:

– Gravity > Cu con > Pyrite con >> Zn con
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METRIC #3: Profit Margin Cut-off Grade

• The industry standard “Marginal Cut-Off” does not pay for CAPEX.

– For pits, the cost of mining is often not considered at all

• Target an Average Profit Margin per Tonne > 100%

– E.g. If all costs are paid for by 3g/t, a robust project will have >6g/t.
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https://www.ausimmbulletin.com/feature/the-

role-of-mine-planning-in-high-performance/



The Geology will Impose a Ceiling to the Cut-Off
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Vezza gold deposit illustrating how continuity is lost at higher cut-off grades.



Trends in 
Traditional 

Measures of 
Economics

(184 Feasibilities 
for Base and 

Precious Metals)
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POST-2016 
BIG projects cannot be 

financed:  forces higher 
“Profitability Index”

(NPV/CAPEX)

METRIC #4: 
Profitability Index



Metric #5: 
Time to ACTUAL Production
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PEA 2020 FS Q1 2021
Permitting

Q2 2022

Construction

Q4 2022

First Gold

Q2 2023



Metric #5: 
Time to ACTUAL Production
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PEA 2020 FS Q1 2021
Permitting

Q2 2022

Construction

Q4 2022

First Gold

Q2 2023

Insufficient 
Indicated/Measured 

Resources

Appeals
Elections

“Minor” Permits
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SHOCKING STATEMENT #3

Decision makers will not read your 40 page report.



DASHBOARD ENABLES REVIEW OF PROJECT RISKS AT A GLANCE

Even at a high level we can see the difference between these projects. Each project we have looked at would have this 
one page document that can provide key risk metrics for communication and decision making.
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RISK GAUGE: RED BAD, GREEN GOOD

“MINING METHODS AND OPEX” has a high likelihood to be a significant contributor to project failure.

“PROCESSING METHOD AND OPEX” has a low likelihood to be a significant contributor to project failure
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HOW WELL HAVE WE MEASURED THE RISK?

We have enough information, and have taken sufficient steps to be certain (width of “GRADE ABOVE CUT-OFF” =1) and we know it is a 

relatively low risk for the project (3 out of 8).

NARROW BAR = high certainty (we know what we are getting into)
WIDE BAR = low certainty (need more study by them or us, or it represents a key inherent risk)

We have insufficient information, and/or have not dug into the guts of the project to be certain (width of the “CAPEX REQUIREMENT” =5) 

and we know it is a moderate risk for the project (somewhere between 2/8 and 6/8).
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MORE DETAIL AND RECOMMENDATION

Who did, and when was the last review and based on what information.

Reason why the risk rank was given, and some 

information if warranted.

Recommended change to the cash flow model for OGR evaluation: 

e.g. higher cost, lower recovery, lower price assumption...

Avoid: “in depth study required”

Increase Plant Capex by 50M$ to account for lack of regrind circuit and cyanide destruction circuit.

Metallurgical recoveries are based on a flowsheet that requires a regrind after flotation. Plant missing regrind circuit and cyanide destruction.



Probability Weighted Exploration Potential
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Probability Description

P10: 40Mt @ 4g/t Would not be surprised if it got this high (bull case)

P50: 15Mt @ 3g/t A likely scenario (base case)

P90:   5Mt @ 3g/t Would be surprised if it was lower than this (bear case)

IMPORTANT Prerequisites
• Will be discovered prior to end of life
• Will be produced economically

• Too deep for pit? Does the grade support underground mining?
• Is the mine a black swan in the wider geological context (e.g. Kidd Creek)



41http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.528.5522&rep=rep1&type=pdf

Exploration Potential Risk



UPSIDE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

If there is any significant upside to the project (e.g. exploration, or metallurgical opportunity); 
whether it is highlighted or not by the Project Operator.

Overall impression, and next steps or milestones for OGR regarding this project.



SUMMARY

• Most project studies are flawed.

• Quantifying adjustments to the financial model requires an 
experienced multidisciplinary team.

• Rigorous staged evaluations with clear and comprehensive reporting 
allows for optimal decision making.
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